
 
 

Sovereign White Knights – Order of St. Germain 
 

 

Frequently asked Questions and Answers 

 

1. Are you a secret society? 

We are not secret, that would violate our own tenets; The Sovereign 

White Knights were formed on Malta by the active Knights of many other 

Orders, Order of St. John, Order of St. Lazarus, Russian Order of Knights of 

Malta, Military Order, Order of St. George, Order of St. Michael, Order of the 

Elephant, Order of the Sacred Oak, Order of the White Eagle, the White Dragon 

Society of China, etc. 

We are not coercive, we are sharing and cooperative in nature, we will help 

you if you will allow it, we will help all life on Earth with or without permission 

from governments; We allow you to have individual responsibility and self-

government as Sovereign people. Members of this organization are not going 

to take the rash of bull-crap being spoon fed to the global public, and are no 

longer going to tolerate any form of enslavement or coercion, nor are we going 

to support war or the global military industrial complex, all people will be free 

to choose their own destiny as Sovereign Individuals. 

 

2. Is there a relationship between the White Knights and the Knights of Malta? 

This Order was started on Malta, by members of the other orders of the 

Knights of Malta, and sought to share with other organizations and other 

orders of Knights around the globe, we saw that White Knights were still 

respected by at least the Christian and Buddhists globally, but did not want to 

leave anyone out of this process of rebuilding our world, so we made it non-

religious; we wanted them to evolve on a individual spiritual level so we urge 

all members to study Spiritual Alchemy and Esoteric Anthropology on their 

own. We will provide guidance when asked, but will not mandate it. We need 

to rid the world of constant fighting and bickering, adversarial thought patterns 

and constant war or threat of war; so we made it non-military or non-militant, 

having a Patron [ Monarchical Backer for entitlements and appointments ]. 

As per Winter Solstice 2016 we abandoned all levels, meaning All are Knights 

among Knights, Par Inter Pares, hoping many more groups of Kind-Man will 

reach same. 



 

 

3. We have Principles and Tenets to live by, no Religious Dogma. 

The primary Tenets are: 

1. Unconditional Love for all life [ no judgement, total tolerance, re-

education when needed and requested ], 

2. Integrity [ no passing out things or statements that have not been fully 

vetted, no lying or leaving out the truth of any matter [ Novels are 

exceptions as are motion pictures ], news and journalism however should 

not present propaganda for or against anyone or thing, all journalism 

should be reliable and honest ], 

3. Transparency [ No secrets, everything exposed, no need for security or 

insanity, no need to control or hoard, everything in plain site ]. 

4. Accountability [ What we say we will do, we accomplish, if we cannot do 

it, we will say we cannot do it. We will in all important matters be 

individually responsible for all of our actions and words ], 

5. Humility [ We are not more or less important than any other living entity, 

whether sentient or not, we will not lord over others, and will not exert 

ego into any situation, only our advice for consideration based on 

experience, and only in a loving and compassionate way ]. 

 

4. Do you have a MASTER? 

 No individual should have a master, you best ‘master’ self as Self. 

Order of St. Germain means that we will follow the guidance of the Ascended 

Master (be it fact or fiction, for each to decide) in ways that will allow mankind 

to progress on their journey through life without interference or blockades, to 

thrive, to understand that they are Divine entities and learn to use their 

individual power for themselves and for the universe around them. To learn 

accept the universal or cosmic knowledge that is available to them, and to 

make a more perfect world for all to share and be in a state of joy and 

compassion for all the life around them, including, but not limited to Earth and 

the other planets. But we will never make this a religion or enforce it in any 

dogmatic way. 

 

5. Do White Knights work together with governments? 

Yes, we even cooperate with NATION STATE CORPORATIONS, if that 

done be for the good of all. Surely we (all) wish see a change, from a SYSTEM of 

ENFORCING DEAD PERSONS to a cooperative based on Expression of Free Will, 

where each Sovereign individual will support the other, where Abundance be 

Shared Freely without asking any-thing in return, Living Man to Living Man. We 

acknowledge the current system started with good intention, to ‘uplift’ 



 

humanity in a short period of time, we are grateful for its accomplishments, 

however, as most initiatives, this as well got CORRUPTED. For the good of 

humanity and its environment, it needs stop and be replaced, so be it. 

 

6. What is your wish list for ‘change’ from current ‘governments’? 

1. Free all political prisoners and allow all people to be Sovereign. 

2. To eliminate Central Banking as they have it now and arrest all the 

criminals that have been stealing from the people and the planet.  

3. Reverse or eliminate all regulations and laws governing the freedom of 

movement, expression, speech, sharing and work environment, including 

any laws concerning wealth or money exchange, provisioning, or 

employment.  

4. Eliminate the Military Industrial complex and change its assets to serve 

mankind, eliminate all military activities and cease any and all wars they 

may be involved in or are in planning.  

5. Adopt a open SYSTEM to support sharing of resources on a global scale in 

an honest and efficient way. 

6. Drop all regulations and laws concerning living plant prohibitions or 

licensing, taxation or restrictions.  

7. Make housing, electricity, basic foods, and medicine free for all humanity 

and animals.  

8. No charge for clean water, clean air, sanitation, medical treatment, 

education, essential nutrients, heating and cooling, liveable environment 

and some recreation, free internet and communication for all.  

9. No more charging interest on human resources, no more property 

ownership, we are stewards of the land and share its bounties, not its 

owners, and we must keep our word as good stewards and clean and 

keep mother earth bountiful and beautiful for all life.  

10. No backsliding and reinforcing the old paradigm, change or parish by 

your own hand.  

11. No more fat cats or politicians, tell the truth to the people, all of it, no 

more hoarding of resources or distribution to the select few, all are 

equal.  

12. Let the new energy children teach the older people how to live in peace, 

love and compassion, they have already tapped the cosmic knowledge 

and think with their feelings, they can teach the old paradigm how to do 

the same. 



 

To indicate that we are only affiliated with Knights of Malta by name only and 

that it was the point of origin, we changed the cross to represent the sacred 

geometry of the hexagram and the twelve points to represent the 12 strands of 

DNA, and have 5 levels of membership indicating 5th density, thus 5x12 = 60 

codons. Plus 4 for fourth density. 

We changed the colour of the vestments to sky blue and white cross, the sword 

is now a letter opener and pen set, no chain to indicate enslavement, no spurs 

to indicate military, a belt only to indicate to hold the tenets close. 

 

Love and Light, 

 

Prof. Stephen Palmer 

Chairman; Stichting University of Quantum Dynamics Foundation, Netherlands. 

Grand Master; Sovereign White Knights. 

www.uqd-edu.eu 

www.SovereignWhiteKnights.eu 

 

 


